XS [MINI] STRAIGHTENER

MAX PRO XS STRAIGHTENER
The Max Pro XS is a compact professional hair straightener specially developed for short hair but is
also ideal for your handbag or for traveling. The small plates allows a precision styling and make it also
possible to get close to the hair roots
The Max Pro XS straightener has 100% titanium plates that provide your hair with optimal protection
while styling. The negative ion technology ensures that the scales close, which has a healthy effect on
your hair. This creates a natural shine and keeps the hair longer in shape. The universal voltage ensures
that you can create your favorite hair look all over the world.
INSTRUCTIONS
1.
Always make sure that your hair is completely clean and dry before using straightener.
2.
Make sure there is no water on the floor or on other surfaces near the outlet or the
hair styling tool.
3.
Insert the plug of the straightener into the outlet. The straightener could have a polarized plug,
which has one pen which is wider than the other. If this is the case, this plug will only fit into an outlet
when it is placed correctly. When the plug does not fit into an outlet, make sure that you have the large
pin stabbed into the correct hole. If you cannot plug in the plug without any problems, please contact
an electrician; never try to force stabbing the plug into an electrical outlet.
4.
Insert the plug of the styling tool into a socket and press the “ON/OFF” button on the inside of
the handgrip until the temperature is shown on the display.
5.
The hair styling tool will become very hot immediately, but it will take about 40 seconds before
it has an optimal uniform heat distribution.
6.
The hair styling tool becomes very hot, so make sure it does not make contact with the skin.
7.
Allow your hair to cool down before touching or brushing it.
8.
After styling your hair, switch off the hair styling tool by putting the switch on the inside to the
“OFF” position, unplug the power cord and allow the hair styling tool to cool down completely on a
heat-resistant surface before storing it. Never leave the styling tool in the outlet or turned on if you are
not around.

HAZARDS
Never use the styling tool near water or while bathing, showering or washing. If the styling tool
is in the water while it is running, do not pick it up unless the power is turned off.
Never use styling tools with bare or wet feet, as this may cause an electric shock or injury.
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BURNS
Always use a heat resistant glove if you have one nearby.
The styling tool is very hot and can cause burns. Do not touch the heated element while the
styling tool is connected. Make sure that the styling tool has enough time to cool down.
When you burn yourself, stop with styling your hair and take care of the burn immediately.
Make sure you switch off the styling tool after each use. Never leave a styling tool unattended if
it is connected or switched on.
Keep the styling tool away from flammable surfaces, plastic or other materials that are sensitive
to heat.
If you have to put the styling tool down while it is turned on, only do it on a heat-resistant
surface. It is best to use a heat-resistant mat or holder for your MaxPro straightener/curling iron to
prevent damage to your furniture. This heat-resistant mat can be ordered via www.maxprohair.com
DEFECTS
Please check your styling tool before each use and do not use it if the styling tool is (partially)
damaged.
For all kinds of repairs within the warranty, contact an authorized Max Pro retailer or
manufacturer.
Max Pro is not responsible for any damage caused by incorrect of improper use. For the
warranty you must have the original proof of purchase (receipt, order email) and the original box from
your styling tool.
STORING
When you’re done with your styling tool, unplug the power cord and give the styling tool the
time to cool down before storing it.
Never wrap the cord around your styling tool, there is a chance that it will tear.
Avoid sharp bends and twisting.
For future usage, keep the styling tool in a safe, dry place.
Store it out of reach of children (and pets).
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WARRANTY
Thank you for purchasing a Max Pro hair styling tool. This warranty is valid for two years from the date
of purchase. To show our appreciation for your purchase and the dedication to our products, we hereby
offer you to extend your warranty for free to a lifetime unlimited warranty! To register for this exclusive
warranty, you can visit us at www.maxprohair.com and fill in the registration form.
Please make sure you keep your proof of purchase (receipt, order email) and the original box from
your styling tool as a proof of purchase. This warranty is only valid for styling tool purchased from an
authorized Max Pro retailer. If your product is not working properly due to a manufacturer’s shortcoming
and the warranty conditions are met, your Max Pro styling tool will be repaired or replaced; this is
determined by the manufacturer. This warranty does not apply to problems resulting from misuse,
damage or normal wear and tear; the warranty expires if the product is used for commercial purposes.
The warranty does not apply to styling tools that have been modified or repaired by an unauthorized
Max Pro vendor or manufacturer. For questions about the warranty, please contact our customer
service or visit us at www.maxprohair.com If the device does not work properly, we need digital images
of the styling tool, as well as a copy of your original purchase receipt. In case of replacement or repair,
a payment is required to cover the shipping and administration costs (depending on your place of
residence). Feel free to contact us if you have questions or comments. We are happy to help you!

GOODBYE TO BAD HAIR DAYS
Max Pro
Tel: +31 (0)20 261 0907
Email: info@maxprohair.com
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